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DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
Multiple trajectories, multiple developments

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Pre-Conference Meetings
10:00 - 12:00  FEED-Meeting – Şükrü Sari Hall
12:00 - 14:00  JOIE Editorial Board Meeting – Şükrü Sari Hall
14:00 - 18:00  Council-Meeting – Şükrü Sari Hall

Registration
18:00 - 20:00  Registration – Auditorium Hall
19:00 - open end  Get-together / Reception

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3

09:00 - 19:00  Registration – Auditorium Hall
09:00 – 09:45  Opening and welcome – Auditorium
              John Groenewegen and Ahmet Insel (co-chairs of the EAEPE 2006 Conference
              Scientific Committee), Duygun Yersuvat (Rector of Galatasaray University), Pascal
              Petit (EAEPE President)
09:45 – 10:30  Plenary Session I – Auditorium
              Keynote by Ha-Joon Chang / Habits of National Heritage: Culture and Economic
              Development
10:30 - 10:45  Coffee-Break
10:45 - 12:45  Sessions 1.1-1.9
12:45 - 14:00  Lunch-Break
14:00 - 16:00  Sessions 2.1-2.9
16:00 - 16:15  Coffee-Break
16:15 - 18:15  Sessions 3.1-3.9
18:30 - 19:30  Membership Meeting – Auditorium

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4

09:00 - 17:00  Registration – Auditorium Hall
09:00 - 11:00  Sessions 4.1-4.9
11:00 - 11:15  Coffee-Break
11:15 - 13:15  Sessions 5.1-5.9
13:15 - 14:30  Lunch-Break
14:30 - 16:30  Sessions 6.1-6.9
16:30 - 16:45  Coffee-Break
16:45 - 17:45  Plenary Session II – Auditorium
              Keynote by Timur Kuran / The Scale of Entrepreneurship in Middle Eastern History:
              Inhibitive Roles of Islamic Institutions
19:00 - 23:30  Conference-Dinner and Excursion on the Bosphorus
Prize Awards - K. William Kapp Prize, Gunnar Myrdal Prize and The Herbert Simon
Young Scholar Prize awards by John Groenewegen (EAEPE General Secretary)
FRIDAY NOVEMBER, 3

10:45 - 12:45
1.1 Methodological Issues - Delorme, R. – E. Tzic Hall
Sappinen, J / Jantunen, A / Kyläheiko, K / Methodological individualism in strategic management
Steiger, O / Property Economics versus New Institutional Economics: Alternative Foundations of How to Trigger Economic Development
Davidson, B/I / Critical realism as economic methodology
Ekstedt, H / Some Comments on the Concept of Rationality
Lawson, C / Ayres Technology and Technical Objects

1.2 Evolution of Banking in South and Eastern Europe - Dow, S.C. – Y. Yayla Hall
Gabor, D / Monetary Policy in Romania. Changing rhetorics not the practice
Gültakin-Karakas, D / Rising Concentration and Centralization of Banking Capital in Turkey
Houbenova-Delisikova, T / The Institutional Changes under the Financial Sectors’ Reforms and the Variety of Paths to the European integration of the South East European Countries

1.3 Transition Economics- Sinyutin, M. – Cap S. Hall
Peaucelle, I / Economic development and restructuring: look after Russian context
Springler, E / Importance of public social housing programs to boost economic development in the CENTROPE-Region
Mathivet, B / Institutional Trap within the Reform Process of the Russian Healthcare System

1.4 RA-C Path dependency and cumulative change- Ramazzotti, P. – Ikt 1 Room
Canpolat, N / Özel, H / Foucault’s Pendulum? Evolutionary Dynamics of the Globalization Process
Yağış, A / Stories of Error and Vice Matter: Path Dependence, Paul David, and Efficiency and Optimality in Economics
Ye, Z / Organizational and Institutional Foundation of Cumulative Causation: Transnational Corporation, Institutional Change and Locality

1.5 Firms - Groenewegen, J. – Ulis1 Room
Goldstein, D / Hilliard, R / How are organisational capabilities built?
vander Burg, T / Prinz, A / A new system of democracy for firms which helps solve national and international collective action problems
Schuerz, M / Asset Poverty in Austria

1.6 ICT – N.N – Ulis3 Room
Alvarez, I / Magana, G / ICT and cross-country comparatives. Some measurement issues
Bellon, B / Ben Youssef, A / M’Henni, H / A model of capacities of use of information and communication technologies
Miozzo, M / Grimshaw, D / Service multinationals and forward linkages with client firms: IT outsourcing in Argentina and Brazil
Iyidogan, S / Pattern of software industry’s evolution in Turkey: implications on industrial and technology policies issues

1.7 Panel: Publishing your research – Ikt2 Room
Hodgson, G
Davis, J
Hands, W
Jolink, A
Dolfsha, W

1.8 RA-E The firm: Economics, Accounting and Law I - Petit, P. – YL1 Room
Dietrich, M / Book Review: Understanding the Economics of the Firm
Weinstein, G / Book review
Ravix, J. L / Book review
Morroni, M / Book review

1.9 RA-O Socio-Economic Development Models – theory (DEMOLOGOS) - Dannreuther, C. – YL2 Room
Introduction: a brief presentation of the FP6 STREP DEMOLOGOS (Frank Moulaert and Abid Mehmood)
Jessop, B / Cultural Political Economy: Making the Cultural Turn Productive in Economics
Sum, N/L / The Cultural Political Economy of Knowledge Brands: The Marketing of ’Competitive Advantage’ and its Resulting Tensions in Development Trajectories
de Muro, P / Monni, S / Tridico, P / Development theories, economic policies and institutions: a dialectical evolution
Moulaert, F / Jessop, B / Agency, Structure, Institutions, Discourse – ASID
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14:00 - 16:00
2.1 Monetary Policy & Transition Economies - Peaucelle, I. - E. Tazic Hall
Dow, S.C/ Ghoosh, K/ A Stages Approach to Banking Development in Transition Economies
Madjizajev, B/ Evolution of Monetary Policy in Eastern Europe and Transition Economies: Comparative Analysis and Evaluation of Prospects
Rodriguez Fuentes, C/ Monetary policy in accession countries
Arestis, P/ Sawyer, M / Economic and Monetary Union and the post 2004 member countries

2.2 Labor Dynamics - Adam, F. – Y. Yayla Hall
Ilkaracan, I / Levent, H/ The Role of Labor Market Institutions in Management of Economic Crises: The Case of Collective Bargaining and Wage Setting in Turkey
Tinel, B/ Division of labor and effective demand
Stockhammer, E / Onaran, O/ National and sectoral factors in wage formation in Eastern NMS
Kıksal, E/ The Employment Axis of Turkey’s European Union Adhesion Perspectives: challenges for a developing economy

2.3 Competition and International Trade - Sent,E.M. -- Cop S. Hall
Perraton, J/ What Happened to the NECs? Growth in the New Exporting Countries Since the 1970s
Maselard, R / de Vaal, A/ The Debate about International Trade: A Small Step towards One
Mathur, S.K/ Global Economic Trends and South Asia
Ono, S/ Taking the Comparative Advantage Model Critically from the Experience of Northeast Asia

2.4 Methodological Issues II - Hanappi, H. – Ikt 1 Room
Yokokawa, N/ Is a Reconsolidation of Marxian Political Economy and Historical Institutionism Possible?
Buenstorf, G/ Fornahl, D/ B2C - Bubble to Cluster? The Dot.com Boom and Software Entrepreneurship in an East German Region
Nielsen, K/ Original and New Institutional Economics – a stylized comparison of core presupposition
Mohn, S/ On labour and capital productivity
Bateira, J/ What are institutions? A Naturalist approach

2.5 Markets Functioning - Minoglou, I – Uks1 Room
Baum, J/ “Vertical Market Power” in a Systemic Concept of Market Power
Gomez, G.M/ A Market in the making: The Argentine Red de Trueque
Eerma, D/ Market Entry Regulation via Licensing in Estonia

2.6 Technological Change - Witt, U. – Uks3 Room
Liqouras, G / Zambarloukos, S / Constantelou, A/ When blueprints are not of big help: Impasses and challenges of technology policy in the intermediate economy of Greece
Skott, P / Guy, F/ Power-biased technological change and the rise in earnings inequality
van der Steen, M / Gilising, V / Dolfsmma, W/ Knowledge, Institutions and Technology Transfer Policy
Savvotti, P.P / Pyka, A/ Technological Change, Product Variety and Economic Growth

2.7 RA-V Ontological Foundations of Evolutionary Economics I - Stolhorst, J.V. – Ikt2 Room
Dopfer, K/ Heso: Connecting Quantity and Quality
Sandberg, M/ Integrating Economic and Political Sciences on the Basis of a Universal Institutional and Innovation Darwinism
Vromen, J/ Varieties of Emergent Properties
Dolfsmma, W.A / Kessler, Q/ Time is on my side... Evolutionary Economics, Time, and Causality
Silva, S.T/ Teixeira, A / On the divergence of evolutionary research area paths in the past fifty years: a comprehensive bibliometric account

2.8 RA-E The firm: Economics, Accounting and Law II -Weinstein, O. – YL1 Room
Kraft, J / Ravix, J. L / The Firm and its Governance over the Industry Life-Cycle
Driver, C / Temple, P/ What’s wrong with the textbook account of investment? Evidence from Hurdle Rates
Molenkamp, C. / Taminau, Y. / Accounting Disclosure for Corporate Social Responsibility: an analytical survey of current practices
Rossettenstein, D. / There is No Accounting for Divorce: Value, Cost and Control – Perspectives from the American Treatment of Options on the Impact of Marriage Dissolution on Incentive Compensation Schemes

2.9 RA-A Economics and Interdisciplinary I - Lehtinen, A. – YL2 Room
Mäki, U/ Forms and terms of interdisciplinary relations
Kuorikoski, J/ Explanatory unification and the concepts of mechanism
Marchionni, C / Oinas, P/ What explains what? Comparing explanations of spatial clustering
Hirsch, C/ Exploring the limits of interdisciplinary integration: Some evidence from New Institutional Economics
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16:15 - 18:15
3.1 Law, Democracy and Development - Nielsen, K. - E. Tazic Hall
Branco, M/ The Political Economy of Democratic Governance and Economic Development
Hodgson, R/ Democratisation and Growth: Heterogeneity in Country Experience
Hardy, J / Ye, Z / Jiang, S/ Corruption, institutional thickness and regional development: the case of Xiamen, China
Russo, A / Teksoz, U/ The Role of Courts in Contract Enforcement: Recent Evidence from Transition Countries
Hodgson, G/ The Economics of Corruption and the Corruption of Economics: An Institutionalist Perspective

3.2 EU's Development Experience - Pihlon, D. - Y. Yaya Hall
Dinh, T.T / Dupuch, S / Mouhoud, E.M/ Regional Integration and Catching-up countries: what lessons from the EU experience for Asian countries
Aysan, A.F / Nabil, M.K / Véganzonès –Varoudakis, M.A/ Governance Institutions and Private Investment: An Application to the Middle East and North Africa
Racic, D / Aralica, Z/ Explaining the Pattern of Integration of Croatia into the European Economy: The Role of Competitiveness and Institution Building
Christoforou, A/ A Theoretical and Empirical Assessment of Development in European Countries: The Role of Social Capital

3.3 RA-N Need, Value and Pricing - Sappinen, J. – Cep S. Hall
Hanappi, H/ Endogenous Needs, Values and Technology. Evolutionary economic modelling to replace microeconomics and macroeconomics
Reininstaller, A/ How do consumption and its social contingencies influence people's happiness?
Höfl, W / Leisch, R/ Was there a Marxian bias in Austrian manufacturing? Evidence on the direction of technical change

3.4 Innovation I - Saviotti, P.P. – Ikt 1 Room
Hollander, E/ Introducing demand shaping as a mirror process to the innovation process
Protogerou, A / Caloghirou, Y/ Siosos, E/ The nature of innovation networks developed in the context of emerging new industrial activities
Özkaya, A/ The effects of Competition on Innovation and Growth: A growth model for emerging markets
Pianta, M / Tancioni, M/ Innovation, wages and profits

3.5 Growth among Crisis: Turkish Economy - NN– Uls1 Room
Onaran, O/ Capital flows and financial fragility in Turkey and lessons for Europe's periphery
Polat, S / Saraceno, F/ Shocks and Labour Supply: The Recent Crisis in Turkey
Tuncel, M / Tuncer, R/ How effective is inflation targeting in Turkey? A re-examination of some casual causalities

3.6 Complexity and Networks - Jolink, A. – Uls3 Room
Ciarli, T / Leocinci, R / Montresor, S / Valente, M/ Organisation of industry and innovation dynamics
Hock, G / Elsner, W/ Multiple Networks: 'Hub&Spoke' and 'Open Source' Types Compared Two Cornerstones in a Multidimensional Space. The Case DaimlerChrysler and Linux
Santos, F / Crocco, M / Jayme, F.G/ Knowledge Externalities and Growth in Peripheral Regions
Nicita, A / Vannini, R/ The missing reorganization of governance structure in the Italian firms

3.7 Regional Development: Italian case - Caserta, M. – Ikt2 Room
Caserta, M / Bonaventura L/Consoli A/ Grimaldi G/ Reito F/ Spagano S/ Intra-regional trade barriers and economic development: the case of Sicily
Consoli, A / Spagano, S/ Law and Institutions: two reasons for Sicilian backwardness?
Richardi, M / Bonaventura, L / Consoli, A / Spagano, S/ The political regulation of the Sicilian labour market
Mussumi, M / Grimaldi, G / Immigrant entrepreneurs and the development of the productive system in Sicily

3.8 RA-E The firm: Economics, Accounting and Law III - Dietrich, M. – YLI Room
Azuolay, N / Weinstein, O/ Firms, markets and property: understanding the post-Chandlerian firm
Ioannides, S/ Entrepreneurship and Corporate Ownership: An Austrian View
Luksa, P/ People influencing people: behavioural foundations of niche construction by the firm
Moore, H.T/ Rebéroux, A / The corporate governance of the firm as an entity

3.9 RA-A Economics and Interdisciplinary II - Maki, U. – YL2 Room
Ylikoski, P/ Making economic sense of scientific competition
Festré, A / Garrouste, P/ The actuality and implications of Schumpeter's conception of rationality
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09:00 - 11:00
4.1 Development Economics Revisited - Insel, A. - E. Tezić Hall
Agría, S / O. Özçelik, E / Re-considering Development Economics in the Age of Global Governance: An Institutionalist World- Systems Analysis
Mendelski, M / Latin and Orthodox development trajectories
Hardy, J / Combined and uneven development and the contested nature of capitalism's institutional architecture: the case of Poland's transforming economy
Skouras, T / Industrialization and its effects under different socio-political regimes
Pagano, U / Positional Goods and Asymmetric Development

4.2 Redistribution and Social Policy - Reinstaller, A. - Y. Yaýla Hall
Aysan, A.F / The Shadowing Role of Distributive Institutions in the Relationship Between Income Inequality and Redistribution
Skinner, C / Torras, M / Kirchner, Lula, Chávez: The Political Economy of Contemporary Redistribution
Buzaglio, J / Calzadilla, A / Towards a New Consensus. Poverty Reduction Strategies for Bolivia
Reisman, D / Housing and Superannuation: Social Security in Singapore

4.3 RA-C Trust and Loyalty - Elsner, W. - Cep S. Hall
Battistini, A / Value, Distribution and Exploitation: The Role of Inter-Group Relationships in Institutional Analysis
Lascaux, A / On the Problem of Institutional Support for Trust
Janssens, W / Dynamics of Trust, Reciprocity and Collective Action: Evidence from a Women's Empowerment Programme in Rural India
Ramazzotti, P / Knowledge and social cohesion: Italian industrial districts

4.4 Innovation II - Kubeczko, K. – Ikt 1 Room
Kim, J / Jun, Y / Kim, H / A Study on the technology innovation capability of university and government funding research institution in Korea
Teixeira, A / Costa, J / What type of firm fosters closer innovation linkages with Portuguese Universities?
Cefis, E / Marsili, O / Innovation and modes of exit

4.5 Property Rights - Garrouste, P. – Uls3 Room
Meramveliotakis, G / Milonakis, D / Constructing a Property Rights Theory: A Critical Assessment
Bertrand, E / What do cattle and bees tell us about the Coase theorem?
Nureev, R / Power-property as part-dependence problem: Russian case
Cums, A / McMaster, R / Socialism, Instrumental value and public Ownership

4.6 New Financial Order - Stockhammer, E. – Uls3 Room
Mouhoud, E.M / Pihon, D / The Limits on Long Term Financing in the Algerian Economy
Conway, N / Deakin, S / Kozelmann, S / Petit, H / Rebérioux, A / Wilkinson, F / Corporate governance and employment relations in the UK and France
Frangakis, M / Financial Deregulation, Macroeconomic Developments and Social Inclusion: The Case of Greece
Ertürk, I / Proud, J / Solari, S / Williams, K / Reinventing Banks in/for the Financialized Economy

4.7 Knowledge and Innovation I - Lazarić, N. – Ikt2 Room
Parto, S / Ciari, T / Arora, S / Economic growth, innovation systems, and institutional change: "A Trilogy in Five Parts"
Garez, C / Spatial Dimension of Knowledge in Developing Economy – a System of Innovation Approach in a Globalized Sector
Inal, V / Turkish Development and the Role of Education in the Turkish National Innovation System
Özveren, E / Gürkan, C / Pigan Matur, E / Firm & Technological Innovation Revisited: Articulating the Insights from Fernand Braudel's World Economic History

4.8 RA-E - The firm: Economics, Accounting and Law IV - Petit, P. – YL1 Room
Biondi, Y. / Book Presentation: The Firm as an Entity, an Interdisciplinary Approach
Dietrich, M. / Book review
Grambovas, C. A. / Book Review
Joink, A. / Book Review

4.9 RA-H Political Economy of peace, war and arms industries - Serfati, Cl. – YL2 Room
Selby, J. / The Global Political Economy of Peace Processes: The Israeli-Palestinian and India-Pakistan Cases
Mampaey, L / The Role of Military and Security Oriented R&D in the Structural and Institutional Changes of the Military-Industrial System
Serfati, C / The role of defence innovation in national systems of innovation: an assessment based on the French case
Camps Velasco, J. / Towards a 3% GERD/GDP. 100% civil: why not?
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11:15 - 13:15
5.1 Governance of Infrastructures, Groenewegen, J. - E. Tezic Hall
Menard, C/ Mode of Governance of Core Transactions in Critical Infrastructures
Jolink, A / Niesten, E/ Governance Structures as Instruments of Adaptation
Künneke, R.W/ Fens, T/ Safeguarding system relevant functions in liberalized electricity markets
Preston, P / Sparviero, S/ Policy implications of the modularisation of the wired telecommunication carriers’ system

5.2 Change in Welfare Regime - Bugra, A. – Y.Yayla Hall
Cazenave, H.C / Zajdela, H/ Discussing the British welfare and employment system
Gassier, R.S/ The Political and Social Economics of EU Enlargement: Bulgaria and the sustainable development strategy
Soto-Iguaran, C/ Quasi-markets and social services delivery: an assessment of health system reform in Colombia

5.3 RA-O Socio-Economic Development Models – theory, ethics and empirical results (DEMOLOGOS) - Sum, N.-L. – Cep S. Hall
Introduction: a brief presentation of case-study methodology in DEMOLOGOS (Frank Moulart)
de Souza, D.C/ Regional Governance in Central Europe and in Brazil: the formation of transborders growth alliances
Oosterlynck, S/ Swyngeudouw, E / The disarticulated socio-economic development of Brussels
Mehmood, A/ Small Island Development: an ‘ilescape’ of socio-economic development and socio-cultural dynamics
Branco, M/ The Right to Work and The Political Economy of Human Rights
de Abreu, A.J.G/ Microcredit in Portugal: the role of multiscalar network spaces in the diffusion of social innovation

5.4 Global Economy -Dolfsma, W. – Ikt 1 Room
Fusari, A/ Interest Rate and Finance Capital
Skott, P/ Macroeconomic implications of financialization
Gaffard, J.L/ Saraceno, F/ How to gain from relocation in a global economy: wage flexibility or active macroeconomic policy?
Mathur, S.K/ Global Economic Trends and South Asia

5.5 Development and Institutional Change - Gürsel, S. – Ulus 1 Room
Alvarez, I / Marin, R/ Cross-border MBA in developing countries. What is the role of absorptive capabilities?
Fadda, S/ Economic Development and Institutional Change: Towards a new Frame for Analytical and Policy Purposes
Bilgin, M/ Multiple Trajectories and Localities for single Sustainability

5.6 Innovation III - Teixeira, A. – Ulus 3 Room
Lazaric, N / Raybaut, A/ Knowledge, hierarchy and Incentives: Why human resource policy and trust matter
Kubeczko K / Weber M/ Functional approaches to Innovation Systems
Hermele, K / Hollander, E/ Only What Counts, Counts. Sustainability Accounting Innovations as Tools to Open New Fields of Enquiry
Seo, T/ The Effect of Innovation at the Phase of Upward Turn Over from the "Floor" of Business Cycle: An Evolutionary Behavioral Approach

5.7 RA-G Macroeconomic Regulation and Institution - Dannreuther, C. – Ikt 2 Room
Jessep, B/ The Paradox of Success and Failure Revisited: the Regulation Approach after 30 Years
Falsapuer, F/ Can a New Mode of Regulation Emerge from Interactions between Global Network Firms and Global Networks of NGOs?
Kessler, O/ Regulation, Social Differentiation and Macroeconomic Governance
Dannreuther, C / Petit, P/ Post national modes of regulation: the importance of economic rights: the case of access to credit by developing countries
Graz, J.C / Damian, M / Abbas, M/ Sustainable development and transnational asymmetric regulation
Deblock, C/ New Regionalism, Hybrid Arrangements and Developing Countries

5.8 RA-I Institutional and structural change in Eastern Europe I - Hardy, J.A. – YLI 1 Room
Berkis, U/ Convergence vs. sustainable diversity: expected and unexpected in the transition of formerly centralised economies
Kapás, J / Cegłédí, P/ A Techno-economic Paradigm Perspective on Transition
Lissowska, M / Northian mechanisms of institutional evolution and the labour-governing rules in Poland
Tridico, P/ Regional Human Development evolution during transition economics: the role of institutions

5.9 RA-T Institutional History of Economics - Bertrand, E. – YLI 2 Room
Davis, J.B / Sent, E.-M. / Heterodoxy's Strategic Pluralism
Düppe, T/ The character of economists between relevance and science Or Gerard Debreu between Adam Smith and Nicolas Bourbaki
Nik-Khah, E. / A Tale of Two Auctions
Wilson, D / Dixon, W/ The Evolution of Homo Economicus : from Hobbes to Smith and back again
Snyutin, M/ The pros and cons of socialist justice. Lessons of controversy within the Soviet Marxism

5.10 Panel: Why Men Have Nipples – or What’s in Evolutionary Economics for Feminists? -van Staveren, I. - Auditorium Himmelweit, S/ Evolutionary Economics and Feminism
van Staveren , I/ Bettio, F/ Hodgson, G/ Vromen, J/ Stoelhorst, J.W/ Witt, U
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14:30 - 16:30
6.1 Industrial Evolution and Market Structures - Mazzucato, M. – E. Tazic Hall
Mazzucato, M/ Demirel, P/ Firm Growth Dynamics during Different Knowledge Regimes: the Pharmaceutical Industry
Bottazzi, G/ Jacoby, N/ Koksal, N/E/ Secchi, A/ Employment Dynamics in the Turkish Manufacturing Industry
Bottazzi, G/ Coad, A/ Jacoby, N/ Secchi, A/ Corporate Growth and Industrial Dynamics: Evidence from French Manufacturing
Bottazzi, G/ Secchi, A/ Tamagni, F/ Linking financial fragility and economic performance: an investigation into the dynamics of Italian business firms

6.2 Labour Market Institutions - Zajdela, H. – Y. Yayla Hall
Adaman, F/ Bugra, A/ Insel, A/ Determinants of trade-union attitudes toward segmented labor market: the case of Turkey
Cameron, J/ Constructing and deconstructing a globalised labour market: a case study of the political economy of the United Arab Emirates
Checchi, D/ Nunziata, L/ Are Labour Market Institutions Endogenous? An Investigation of Unemployment, Unions and Wages
van Staveren, I/ The Glass Ceiling in the Ugandan Public Service

6.3 RA-V Ontological Foundations of Evolutionary Economics II - Vromen, J. – Cep S. Hall
Witt, U/ The Behavioral Foundations of Evolutionary Economics
Luksa, P/ Environment in Evolutionary Economics: Applicability of the concept of Niche
Stoelhorst, J.W/ Hensgens, R/ On the Application of Darwinism to Economics: From Generalization to Middle-range Theories

6.4 RA-J Monetary Economics - Sawyer, M. – Jkt 1 Room
Aydinonat, E/ The Origin of Money: Do we know any better than Menger?
Çağlayan, E/ Erdögoğ, M/ Exchange Rate Dynamics and Equilibrium: An Econometric Analysis for the Turkish Lira
Düwicquet, V/ Mazier, J/ Financial integration and macroeconomic adjustment in a Monetary Union
Papadopoulos, G/ The evolution of monetary institutions; the different trajectories and the role of technology

6.5 RA-C Governance and networks - Menard, C.L. – Uls1 Room
Stout, H/ de Jong, M/ Dutch legal culture and technological transitions
Hermann, A/ The Role of Policy Co-ordination in Public Utilities Regulation and in Other Structural Problems
Monasso, T/ van Leijden, F/ It's about the actors, stupid! Rural telecommunications reform in South Africa
Constantelou, A/ The design of policies for the telecommunications sector in Southern and Eastern Europe: A political economy of policy evolution.

6.6 INEQ session- Franzini, M. – Uls3 Room
Angelini, E.C/ Farina, F/ Pianta, M/ Innovation, demand and wage inequality in European industries
Molero, J/ García, A/ MNCS and innovation in the Spanish Innovation System: policy implications from a micro analysis with sectoral differentiation.
Grimalda, G/ Is inequality the price to pay for higher growth? Revisiting the Kuznets hypothesis in the presence of skill biased technological change
Gianinni, M/ National vs. Local Funding for Education: Effects on Growth and Inequality
Franzini, M/ Raitano, M/ Supino, S/ Market income inequality and redistribution: the effectiveness of alternative welfare state policies

6.7 RA-I Institutional and structural change in Eastern Europe II - Lissowska, M. – Jkt2 Room
Ivanov, D/ The Impact of EU Accession on Corporate Governance: Evidence from Bulgaria
Kroichwilly-Rolet, N/ Vercueil, J/ Integration of post-socialist economies in the European division of labour: do FDI play the leading part? A comparative study of trajectories relating to economic openness
Nosova, O/ Trajectories of Institutional Corporate Governance System development in Ukraine
Olsson, M/ Lönnborg, M/ Rafferty, M/ External finance and "transition": an overview of market developments in Central eastern Europe and the Baltics in the run-up to EU-membership

6.8 R- A Economics and Interdisciplinarity III - Maksi, U. – YL1 Room
Tuzel, G/ Is economics all that different? Comparing legal and economic reasoning in competition law cases
Mireles-Flores, L/ 'The art of economics: An interdisciplinary endeavour
This Saint-Jean, I/ 'Self-Fulfilling Prophecies': Between Economics and Sociology
Lehtinen, A/ The imperial success of economics explained in terms of its normative success

6.9 RA-O Territorial Development and Policy: how to analyse them? - Elsner, W. – YL2 Room
André, J/ Rego, P/ Innovation in post-mining landscapes. Case studies in Alentejo and Andalusia
Oosterlynck, S/ Regional uneven trajectories to post-Fordist governance in Belgium
Solari, S/ Gambarotto, F/ European Regional Policy and Models of Capitalism
Moulaert, F/ Martellini, F/ Mehmoord, A/ Analysing regional development: from territorial innovation to path dependent geography